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Between 1941 and 1978, architect Charles and artist Ray Eames designed and produced over 100 short 

films, multi-screen and multi-media shows, which they used to explore different topics, including archi-

tecture, design, science and new technologies such as the computer. Their unique and multi award-

winning experiments, which often combine both moving and still images with animations, are today 

considered the forerunners of videogames and music videos. 

 

The Eames recognised early on that there was no better medium than the film for communicating com-

plex ideas and facts in an entertaining, compact and aesthetic way. In their cinematic works, they de-

velop innovative communication strategies for spreading knowledge at the interface between design, 

art, science and technology. In doing so, they neither saw their films as mere entertainment, nor as a 

purely artistic means of expression, but rather used the medium as an instrument to try out new means 

of mediation made up of images, sounds and even smells, or to illustrate their own design concepts. 

However, their cinematic work also includes several poetic studies of daily rituals, documentation of 

exhibitions as well as commissions for companies and the American government. 

 

For the first time, the exhibition »Ideas and Information. The Eames Films« offers a suitable appreciation 

of the Eames’ cinematic oeuvre as an important part of their complete works and demonstrates the 

significance of Charles and Ray Eames as pioneers of new media technology and innovative forms of 

knowledge transfer. Arranged according to theme, around 60 of the duo’s cinematic experiments can 

be seen, including several award-winning works as well as lesser known films, some of which --- based 

on material from the Eames Office and the Library of Congress --- were newly digitised on the occasion 

of the exhibition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Facts 

 

Title:     An Eames Celebration 
      Ideas and Information. The Eames Films 

 
Curators:   Jolanthe Kugler, Curator   
      Tanja Cunz, Assistant Curator 

 

 

Location: Vitra Design Museum Gallery 

   Charles-Eames-Straße 2 

   79576 Weil am Rhein 

 

Duration:  30 September 2017 – 25 February 2018 

 

Opening hours:  daily, 10 am – 6 pm  

    

Further information: www.design-museum.de 

   T +49.7621.702.3200 

 

Social Media:  #EamesCelebration #vitradesignmuseum 

 

Press contact: Vitra Design Museum 

   Iris Mickein, Head of Communications 

   T +49 762 1 7 02 3 1 53   

   E communications@design-museum.de  
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